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Authentic Texture
Only Arriscraft stone offers 

this authentic look and feel. 

Competitive products look flat 

or shiny in comparison.

Arriscraft products are unique in the world, 

delivering the most authentic, most durable 

and most unique stone products for the 

home. Our Natural Process™ technology 

combines natural materials (sand and 

lime), plus colour pigments, to create 

products with the aesthetics and durability 

of quarried stone. 

Explore our vast style selection – from rustic to 

modern, from full-bed Building Stone to Thin-clad 

options – in a broad array of natural colours, profiles 

and finishes. You can even combine colour palettes and 

order unique colours through our customization options. 

Whatever your vision, we know you’ll discover that your 

dream home is possible with Arriscraft.

Renaissance® Driftwood, Shadow Stone® Driftwood

Why Arriscra�?



NATURAL EDGE®

Our patented manufacturing process is unique in 

the world, so you won’t fi nd other stone products 

made like ours anywhere else. Remarkably, our 

simple process delivers superb durability and 

aesthetics – the same you would get from actual 

quarried stone.

SELECTION
Whether you prefer a traditional or modern home, 

you will love the options we have in diverse fi nishes, 

designs and colours. You can select from full-bed 

Building Stone, Thin-clad products, Renaissance®

Masonry Units, and brick. Whatever your personal 

style, you can express it with Arriscraft stone.

PERFORMANCE
Naturally-made Arriscraft stone doesn’t shrink, 

fade or discolour over time. All of our products 

(regardless of style or colour), age naturally, just 

as quarried stone does. It’s smart to choose an 

exterior for your home that will look as good at age 

25, as it does on day one.

INSTALLATION
Unlike quarried stone, which is very labour intensive 

to install, Arriscraft stone products are installed with 

standard masonry techniques. From our full-bed 

Building Stone to our versatile Thin-clad stone, all 

products are designed for effi  cient installation.

Arriscraft stone products are created 

with natural, raw materials*. Our unique 

manufacturing process is very simple; we 

combine sand and lime, just like Nature does 

to create stone. We then expedite the Earth’s 

heat and pressure eff ects.

Since we don’t add any synthetic binding 

agents or cement to our products, they are 

fully recyclable and the greenest choice next 

to quarried stone. Plus, their inherent strength 

makes them very low maintenance and 

incredibly long lasting.

As a manufacturer, Arriscraft is recognized 

for its continual eff orts to reduce energy and 

resource use.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
All Arriscraft stone products come with 

a lifetime warranty.

*Only colour pigments we use are man-made.



Fresco Silverado

Laurier Walnut/Laurier Mahogany Blend
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Natural Colours
Each Arriscraft product is offered in a 

full range of beautiful colours that reflect 

natural stone tones.

Stone Styles



Tumbled Vintage BrickContemporary Brick

Laurier

Renaissance®

Urban Ledgestone

Shadow Stone®

Fresco

Citadel® Edge Rock
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Citadel® Infinity with Onyx

Citadel®



Citadel® Manitoulin Mist

Citadel® Cashmere

Realistic Profiles
Unlike most manufactured stone, 

Arriscraft products feature authentic 

profiles, whether it be this robust 

Citadel® example or the sharper, more 

angular profiles of styles like Edge Rock 

or Shadow Stone®.

Our full-bodied and robust  

Citadel® Building Stone delivers 

charm and warmth. The tumbled 

finish offers an ultra-realistic 

quarried stone profile.
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Shadow Stone® Driftwood  NOTE: This application uses two of the three available stone sizes.

Shadow Stone® Sierra

This impressive ledgestone offers a 

sleek and modern, yet robust, look. 

The split face finish in natural tones 

provides incredible realism. 

Shadow Stone®



Shadow Stone® Steel Grey, Renaissance® Birchbark

Modern Flair
Our Shadow Stone® and Urban 

Ledgestone styles offer a contemporary 

alternative for those of you with modern 

taste. Long and linear with a crisp finish, 

these straight lines offer up a simple 

elegance.
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Edge Rock Glacier

Edge Rock DeltaEdge Rock Glacier

Aptly named, our Edge Rock 

Building Stone features sharp lines 

and dynamic edges. The split face 

finish creates a natural look that is 

both contemporary and rugged.

Edge Rock



Edge Rock Delta
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Fresco

Fresco Silverado

Fresco Silverado

Fresco combines a natural tumbled 

finish with random split face 

angles for rustic charm that works 

for modern and traditional style 

homes.



Fresco Eclipse

Rustic Charm
Today’s home designs often blend 

natural materials with modern design. 

Our Fresco stone is just one of our styles 

that gives you this ‘rustic chic’ style.
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Urban Ledgestone Frost Ashlar Pattern

Designed in long, slender lengths 

with a natural split face profile, 

Urban Ledgestone offers a 

contemporary and dramatic style.

Urban Ledgestone



Customization
At Arriscraft, we call it colour ‘blends’ – a 

combination of two stone colour palettes to 

create a unique blend for your dream home.  

This gorgeous example combines Ivory White, 

Maple Sugar and Canyon Buff.

Laurier Blend

Laurier Mahogany

A true classic, Laurier combines a 

natural, rocked finish with clean lines 

for understated elegance that adds 

character to any home design.

Laurier
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Renaissance® Birchbark/Fresco Silverado

Renaissance® Nutmeg

Distinctive Style
Our Renaissance® Masonry Units provide a 

sophisticated look, whether your personal 

taste is contemporary or refined. These 

versatile units are available in sandblasted or 

rocked finishes.

Renaissance® Masonry Units 

deliver all the aesthetics and 

durability qualities of our Building 

Stone. Choose from rocked or 

sandblasted finishes to create a 

distinct home whether ultra modern 

or classical.

Renaissance®



Sepia Fleuri - Finishes: Medium Dressed and Split Face

Sepia Fleuri - Finishes: Medium Dressed and Split Face

Adair® Limestone

In addition to our calcium 

silicate selection, our quarried 

Adair® products are available in 

a selection of full bed and thin 

styles. The inherent warmth and 

strength of Adair® limestone 

provides elegance, strength and 

sophistication.
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Contemporary Brick Phoenix

Contemporary Brick Mystic Grey

Our long format Contemporary 

Brick provides a fresh and striking 

option to standard brick and is 

available in a beautiful array of 

natural colours.

Contemporary Brick



Tumbled Vintage Brick Mystic Grey

Tumbled Vintage Brick Silver Mist

Our Tumbled Vintage Brick offers a 

charming finish in a range of inviting 

colours.

Stone Texture
Our brick products are made like 

our Building Stone, with very realistic 

stone grain. A refreshing option to 

clay brick!

Tumbled Vintage Brick
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Stack Cappuccino

ARRIS-stack Ice

Arriscraft thin products also offer 

the same natural aesthetics and 

durability as our full-bed products. 

The lightweight options install like 

tile and are suitable for interior and 

exterior applications. 

Thin Products



ARRIS-tile Limestone

Thin Stone Options

Our Thin-clad stone products off er

 the same aesthetics and durability as our 

full-bed products. What a smart option for new 

home accents or renovations.

THIN

Stack Coastal Midtown

ARRIS-tile Thin Adair® Limestone Adair® Tile
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Finish your home with added sophistication. Our calcium silicate accessories are designed 

to install easily with our most popular stone and brick sizes. We can also customize your 

accessories to colour match your Building Stone or Renaissance® selection.

Keystones

Sills

Cast Accessories

We also offer a wide range of cast accessories 

including custom shapes. All cast accessories can 

be colour matched to your stone selection.

Quoins

Accessories



www.arriscraft.com

Toll Free: 800-265-8123    

Email: solutions@arriscraft.com



IMPORTANT NOTES
Colours and textures have been reproduced as closely as the printing process 

allows. Final selection should be made from actual samples.

Arriscraft stone products must be installed using industry recommended materials 

and techniques and conform to all related building requirements. All masonry 

products are intended for above-grade installations. Proper care, installation and 

cleaning are required for warranty validation. Please refer to: ARRISCRAFT-DATA 

04233-Calcium Silicate Building Stone and ARRISCRAFT-CARE Storage and 

Handling at: www.arriscraft.com

www.arriscraft.com

ON THE COVER
Shadow Stone® Driftwood

FPO 
FSC Logo

Arriscraft is the stone products group of General Shale, 

the North American subsidiary of Wienerberger AG and 

a leading manufacturer of brick, one of the world’s oldest 

green building materials.

About Arriscra� 
Arriscraft manufactures a vast range 
of premium stone for commercial and 
residential projects, including full-bed 
Building Stone, Renaissance® Masonry 
Units, Thin-clad adhered and clipped 
masonry, Adair® Limestone,  and cast 
accessories. 

Cambridge, Ontario Plant

875 Speedsville Road
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada   
N3H 4S8

Toll Free: 800-265-8123    

Email: solutions@arriscraft.com

Laurier Midnight Grey

B-CA-BS-RES 0518


